PRODUCT INFORMATION

Wringer VK 4

Application area

- For pressing flat mop and fringe mop
- Applicable for VERMOP trolley systems: Equipe, Orbit, Variant, Varietta, Logo, AquvaVIZ, Wet Mop Trolleys
- Compatible with all VERMOP vertical wringer holders

Assembling the lever – quick and without tools

1a) Application of the wringer with „Softpoint“
1b) „Classical“ application of the wringer
2) Insert lever into notch
3) Holding clip
4) Push clip into notch until it catches audibly.
   The lever is now safely assembled.

To change the application of the wringer, remove clip, take off lever and turn it around.

The VK 4 is the new generation of vertical wringers by VERMOP. With its new and innovative Design and thanks to the use of durable and long-lasting plastics, it convinces in everyday use. The VK 4 works with a toggle mechanism made of high-quality plastics. No corrosive material has been used. This prolongs the wringer’s durability.

The VK 4 is compatible with all VERMOP trolley systems and wringer holders. The highlight is the so-called „Softpoint“: at the maximum pressure point the lever stops. The mop is wrought without effort, by the wringer. If you want to use the wringer the „classical way“, without Softpoint, just turn around the lever.

Tip: for wringing thinner mop, VERMOP recommends the use of a wringer insert.

Customer benefits

- Longevity - use of durable and high-end plastics.
- Stability - through the inserted toggle made of high-quality plastic, the wringer mechanism is especially stable.
- Compatibility - the wringer fits all VERMOP trolleys and wringer holders.
- Softpoint - block lever to wring mop without effort.

Article code 8714..
blue (01), red (02), green (04), yellow (05)

Selling unit 1 pc

Dimensions for systems:
Equipe, Orbit, Variant, Varietta, Logo, AquvaVIZ, Wet Mop Trolleys
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